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Your Norwich Cycling Campaign  INFO

..from our Annual General Meeting 16 November 2015

1. REPORT BACK ON THE YEAR TO NOVEMBER 2015 (Compiled by Christine Wilson)

Norwich Cycling Campaign continues to try and get the best it can for cyclists in Norwich. It has been 

exceptionally busy this year with consultations, publicity and media interest. We have lots of new 

members and several new people have regularly attended meetings. Consultations dealt with during the 

year included:

Golden Ball Street and Westlegate (thanks to Richard Jennings)

The City and Council Councils are proposing to pedestrianise Westlegate and change the road layouts on 

Golden Ball and Ber Streets. While we are happy with the general principle of reducing unnecessary 

motor traffic in the city centre we were unhappy with how little the scheme provides for people cycling –

you can read our response on the website. We are concerned about the spread of so-called ‘shared space’ 

on busy roads and the expectation that people cycling should only use specific routes. Members of the 

Campaign drew up some alternative proposals and we have met with council officers but so far they have 

largely rejected our suggested improvements.

Push the Pedalway schemes (thanks to Margaret Todd and Christine Wilson)

At last year’s AGM we were in the middle of consultations on the Pink Pedalway. The schemes are 

coming to completion and we have been very disappointed in the way that decisions throughout the year 

have resulted in cycling being put down the list of priorities.

Park Lane – a proposed road closure was abandoned because of motorists’ and residents’ objections.

Unthank Road/Park Lane junction was rehashed to create wider footpaths on Park Lane but has removed 

the centre slip lane for cyclists turning right up Essex Street.

The Avenues from Colman Road to Bluebell Road: what we got was a far cry from what we thought we 

were getting. We agreed with improvements for cyclists and pedestrians at Bunnet Square and an extended 

traffic light start for cyclists heading to UEA and the City. We were very disappointed about the late 

decision to abandon dedicated cycle paths and parking, ostensibly due to tree roots though no one has 

explained why this wasn’t foreseen. Much of the money seems to have gone on traffic calming and the 

results have led to a dangerous situation where vehicles, including buses, on a central lane tend to move 

into the discretionary cycle lanes in order to pass each other.

Tombland/Palace Street: we objected to several proposals (very expensive cycle path/shared path to 

nowhere leaving a very narrow stretch of uphill road, school).

Heathgate is under construction now.

Gurney Road path is good and so is the lighting on The Valley.

Magdalen Street: the Campaign fully supported opening up Magdalen Street and Cowgate to two-way 

traffic and imposing a 20 mph limit. We made suggestions about ASLs, pavement widening, and the 

narrowness of parking bays for vans.

Northern Distributor Road (NDR) (thanks to John Elbro)

In December 2014 the Planning Inspectorate completed its examination of Norfolk County Council’s 

plans for the NDR. Norwich Cycling Campaign had submitted several detailed objections and 

recommendations regarding the proposed cycling provision with two over-all objections centred on 

inadequate arrangements for non-motorised users (NMUs) to cross the NDR at roundabouts (no 

overpasses, underpasses, or light controlled crossings).

The design of the NMU routes and use of unsealed “compacted road planings” for a surface shared with 

horses was not suitable for many cyclists.

After further consultations, the result was overwhelming support for a surface and design that corresponds 

to one of our suggested solutions. This is really good news at this stage. It is another example of Council 

Officers being receptive to our suggestions.

The design adopted for the NMU routes (apart from those designated as cycleways anyway) has 

successfully worked for Sustrans in other parts of the UK. This change, together with the design for the 

Postwick Hub, will provide a cycle route with significant off-road sections from Whitlingham Country 

Park to the Marriotts Way and beyond.
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Generation Park and Deal Ground Developments (thanks to Tony Clarke)

These twin developments, north and south of the River Wensum, at Trowse and Thorpe, present cyclists with 
opportunities and threats. Part of the plan is to extend the present cycle path under Carrow Bridge, via the 
existing underpass under the railway line, to a new bridge over the Wensum. The route (which will become 
Sustrans National Cycle Route One) will continue on a dedicated cycle path beside a new road to Trowse.
The new bridge is an untested design which will require cyclists to share the road space with HGVs, buses and 
cars. A line of steel bollards will cross the bridge on each side, narrowing at the centre to form a pinch point. We 
have submitted a detailed objection to the scheme which focuses on the design of the bridge but also deals with 
traffic flow and cyclists’ safety on both developments.

Bowthorpe Hall Road (thanks to Richard Jennings and Edgar Fernandez)

Despite our objections the City Council has not taken action over the continued blockage of Bowthorpe Hall 
Road which has now been closed since April while building took place. The road is the route of two Pedalways –
supposedly the city’s premier cycle routes.

A bus-only road was to be built over part of the road so buses could go from Bowthorpe centre to new 
developments at Three Score. The design of the ‘bus gate’ pushes cyclists on to a path shared with pedestrians. 
So few buses use this part of the route that there is no need for a bus-only road; buses and cycles could share.
Despite questions from us and a member of the public to Councillors and at Highways Agency meetings, the 
route is still closed but a new information board at the site says that Norwich City Council and Tarmac 
“anticipate” that the route will reopen in January 2016.

Publicity
We ‘moved’ meetings and address to the Charing Cross Centre. We had new cards and posters printed and we 
revamped the campaign’s website with a matching new style and changed the technology to make it easier to edit 
and extend. We are concentrating on adding news articles more often in addition to events and advertising 
Facebook posts. Since June we have had around 3,000 page views or around 10-30 per day. Margaret and Phyll 
have appeared on Mustard TV and Margaret on the BBC.

Other activities

Norfolk Cycle Show: We had a stall at this event in June and we celebrated 25 years of the Campaign with a cake 
which was cut by the Deputy Lord Mayor. We had over 40 enquiries from the public.
Norwich cycling map: Ben Webster consulted us on the new Norwich cycling map but that is now in abeyance.
Avenues and Recreation Road schools: Edgar, Richard and Virginia ran a stall which was very successful.
Bike Week: VG and BC organised rides.
King Street Neighbours met with Ben Webster over numerous issues. Richard and Virginia attended and the 
Campaign will be involved
Station Travel Plan: Margaret attended a meeting on behalf of the Campaign. The plan is due January 2016.
Norfolk Cycling and Walking Strategy for Norfolk: Cllr Hilary Cox, Norfolk Walking and Cycling Champion, 
recently showed a draft of the new strategy to a CTC meeting. Tony is the link with the Campaign
Norfolk and Norwich Transport Action Group: Phyll has been attending meetings

Please do help us work for more and better cycling facilities by 
joining Norwich Cycling Campaign and volunteering.

Campaign T-shirt 
on display at Tour 
de France 2015 as 
it passed through 
Privas, near 
Valance
(photos sent in by 
Virginia)
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2. SPEAKER at AGM – Nigel Brigham, Regional Director Sustrans 
Nigel gave us a wide-ranging account of developments in the Cambridge area, which has similar pressures to 
Norwich but is arguably ahead of us.  This included moves towards congestion charging under the Cambridge 
City Deal Access Study - which recognises that access is more important than mobility.  
He quoted some interesting statistics that showed that on average people spend 1 hour a day travelling, making 3 
trips, with only 1 in 5 of these work-related.  Five out of six trips begin and end at home, and 50 per cent of car 
trips are less than 5 km.
Elsewhere, for example in Ipswich, 80 per cent of car trips never leave Ipswich.  He mentioned the excellent 
Cambridge cycleway alongside the guided busway (no severance at side roads), and the challenges of the entirely 
new development at Northstowe, contrasting this UK attenpt with what has been achieved in Vauban, Freiburg.
Locally, he mentioned Sustrans support for transport aspects of the Generation Park proposals.
He also referred to NICE recommendations for encouraging physical exercise for health and the environment, and 
how they suggest the most effective approach is to restrict motor access not improve it.

Nigel
Brigham

3. SPEAKER at AGM – Ed Parnaby, RSPB 
Ed outlined a funded project he is running in the Broads 
(at especially at Strumpshaw Fen) to 
deal with inactivity by encouraging 
visitors to cycle to the site, and to 
encourage canoeing and running.  
The target is for 2000 participants 
a year.  This included 
weekly led rides (for 
which he was looking 
to work with Norwich 
Cycling Campaign.  
The challenges include 
rider training, routes, 
availability of bikes 
and storage.
Campaign members 
offered some useful 
suggestions.

Ed Parnaby

4. PREVIEW at AGM of new video 
Those who attended were given an advanced view of an excellent 
video made by the Campaign (with thanks to Derek Williams and 
others) about the problems with The Avenues since the expensive 
Pedalways scheme been implemented.
You will be aware that the video has now been officially launched, and 
has been well received by various influential local people.  Watch this 
space, but most of all watch the video on this link:

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=TFkyEZ8iyCY
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“Gasp, trees!”  

“Whoops, rather a steep hill!”  “Oh dear, 
not more heritage…”

“Mind that bus!”  

“Whoever’d have thought, 
medieval streets!”  

“What, you’re telling me there are people on FOOT?” “Next you’ll be 

saying shops need 

deliveries…”

HANDY LORRY PARK.
A few years ago we had a comprehensive, coherent cycle network 

across the whole of the city, called ‘the roads’.  What do we have now?

MEMO  Ideas for ‘Pedalways’

Bicycles are apparently allowed on every public road in 
Norwich (and in Norfolk), so let’s plan a network showing 
cycling on only a selection of routes and give them a range 
of pretty colours, so we don’t have to think any more about the established 
historic rights of way.

Where there’s a bit of space on footways and verges (and even where the road 
has been made 20 mph), let’s get the bike out of the way of proper traffic and 
make those cyclists ride amongst pedestrians, dogs, leaves and other debris. A 
bit of low hanging vegetation adds atmosphere. Best of all, make the bikes 
give way at every side turning so they have to look all around and if there’s 
a crash the cyclist can be blamed for not stopping first. It would also be 
useful if such paths could lead to signalised crossings designed to stop them 
crossing the road for 96% of the time.

We could also introduce narrow gaps to ride through, matt grey poles in the 
middle of the path, tight turns to negotiate, and slightly dropped kerbs that 
give a satisfying ker-dunk as you ride down them and offer an exciting skid as 
you go up at an angle in the wet. But we must avoid excessively direct routes 
at all times.

Because we have such a pot of money, we can afford to hand-pick the most 
exclusive and delectable range of paving materials, not only to use up the 
money but also to ensure high maintenance costs in future years. Do make sure 
any necessary new tarmac on paths is laid in little ripples to remind the 
cyclists they are not on the main carriageway which must generally be kept 
flatter and smoother, lest it slows down the motor traffic.

A key requirement is to provide maximum antagonisation of other road users, be 
they car drivers, bus drivers, pedestrians or cyclists.  To that end the 
construction process must be as long-winded and disruptive as possible, 
preferably including weeks of road closures and diversions that can safely be 
blamed on the creation of ‘cycle facilities’. There are often opportunities 
for further extending the chaos by introducing ‘heritage issues’, and if all 
else fails, ‘tree roots’.

From our squit-generating compiler, 
only slightly tongue-in-cheek
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EVIDENCE FOR THE DEFENCE:

Background
The first phase of Push the Pedalways is a £5.7m programme of improvements to the eight-mile pink pedalway. In August 2013, Norwich City Council was 
awarded £3.7m of funding from the Department for Transport (DfT) through a successful Cycle City Ambition Grant application. A further £2m was added from 
local transport and health, developer and Housing Revenue Account funding to make the programme happen. The terms of the DfT funding mean that it has to be 
spent by September this year.
The vision for the project is that it will provide high quality cycling infrastructure so that people who do not currently feel able to cycle will find it an attractive 
and safe option for their journeys around the city. Delivering this vision has presented a number of challenges and the project has encountered both financial and 
technical difficulties. As work has progressed, it has been necessary to change the scope of some schemes, defer others and move funding allocations to ensure 
that the overall programme is affordable and within the given timeframe. Please read on for a summary of the implications this has had on the various project 
elements and the changes that are being made accordingly.

Changes to projects
The Avenues
What’s changed?  Provision of new dedicated cycle lanes on the stretch of The Avenues between Colman Road and Bluebell Road has been removed from the 
project.   The work to verges and parking in the area will continue but will be amended to take this change into account.
Reasons for changes   On approval of this project, detailed design work was commissioned and this raised a number of technical difficulties with building the 
hybrid cycle paths. It showed that to avoid damage to the tree roots, and therefore the trees themselves, the paths would need to be dug by hand. This not only 
added a prohibitive amount to the cost of the scheme but still didn’t guarantee the trees would remain unharmed. We were also told that, if built, the roots would 
begin to damage the new surface by breaking through from underneath, causing a maintenance issue and related costs. This meant it would not be value for 
money.  Detailed design for the work to the verges and parking areas are being revised to take account of the removal of the hybrid cycle track. This will be 
delivered as part of a second phase of work before the end of the financial year.
Summary of revised scheme

Improvements to the signalised crossing at the junction of Colman Road with The Avenues with a new pedestrian crossing at Bunnett Square shops.
An area-wide 20mph speed limit.
New speed tables at the junctions with Bluebell Road, Lovelace Road, George Borrow Road and Stannard Road/Corie Road. 
Full-width sinusoidal (cycle friendly) road humps on The Avenues.                 Advisory cycle lanes painted on The Avenues. 
Improved traffic calming in George Borrow Road.            New areas for verge parking and access to off-road parking, including tree protection areas. 

Tombland
What’s changed?   It is no longer possible to deliver the following elements of this project on Palace Street:

Narrowing of the carriageway to 5m.                  Building a widened, shared-use footpath/cycle way on the southern side of the street.
Instead, the following measures will be implemented:

A ‘no waiting at any time’ restriction along the length of Palace Street.
A 1.5m-wide on-carriageway advisory cycle lanes on both sides of the road.

Reasons for changes   Detailed analysis of the scheme showed that plans for the shared-use path on Palace Street were not compatible with the forthcoming 
Salhouse Road Bus Rapid Transport (BRT) route.   The scheme was then looked at again and it was decided to implement the proposals outlined above, which 
were included in the original funding bid to the DfT and approved by the highways committee.  Experience elsewhere in the country suggests that this approach is 
suitable for the volume and make up of traffic that currently uses Palace Street. It is intended to be an interim solution until the BRT is delivered and an alternative 
solution for cyclists will be required.
Summary of revised scheme

Removal of the roundabout and traffic island on Tombland.              Narrowing of the carriageway on Tombland. 
Widened footpaths on the western side of Tombland.                        Widened footpaths and a cycle path on the eastern side of Tombland.
Removal of the signalled crossing by the Erpingham Gate and provision of an informal courtesy crossing on a raised table.
The provision of pedestrian and cycle signalled crossing facilities at the junction of Princes Street.
Advisory cycle lanes painted on both sides of Palace Street as an interim solution (until delivery of the BRT route).

From the City Council website:  
Project update July 2015  - Push the Pedalways  - Cycle City Ambition Grant –
round 1 project updatE  - July 2015

The small print

You can read about late-stage chops & changes to the following other schemes on this website: 
http://www.norwich.gov.uk/TransportAndStreets/Transport/Cycling/Pages/ProjectUpdateJuly2015.aspx

Cannell Green to Valley Drive  - Park Lane to Vauxhall Street  - Earlham Road (Gypsy Lane to Christchurch Road)
Adelaide Street  - St Williams Way  - Directional signage and clutter removal

At the city end of Marriott’s Way, LED lighting units using motion 
sensors are to be installed for the half mile section from Barn Road 
entrance to the Dragon Crossing (Anderson’s Meadow). During 
darkness the lighting level will be low when there are no users on the 
path. This type of lighting system has recently been installed along 
Valley Drive on Mousehold Heath.

Works to install the light columns between Barn Road and the Dragon 
Crossing will start early next week without the need for closing the path. 
The columns should be largely in place before Christmas while 
operational light units and sensors will be in place at the start of the new 
year.

In Norwich Cycling Campaign we hope that improvements like draining 
hard surfacing, widening of the path at some sections and lighting will 
get eventually rolled out to a longer stretch of the Marriott’s way to 
Drayton. This will encourage a greater use of the bike along this route 
as efficient and safe cycle way into the city by a wider range of cycle 
users and reduce the intimidating factor that due to surface and lighting 
conditions this route has during the dark and wet seasons.

Some developments on Marriott’s WaySome developments on Marriott’s Way
Posted on the Cycling Campaign website on 04.12.15 by Edgard Fernandez

Greater Norwich Growth Board is implementing a range of improvements along the Marriott’s Way route between Barn Road 
and Thorpe Marriott. These improvements include street lighting, biodiversity works, surfacing Gunton Lane to Redbridge, 
improving access points and wayfinding signs.
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The

RAMP REPLACEMENT 
on Avenue Road in October

LAST THROES  Nearing the end of the epic Tombland scheme, 
coming in at just under £1m (so how much is that per metre?)

  SPOTTED AT 
 NORWICH BUS  
STATION
We wait news with 
baited breath

RUSTIC CHARMS
The problem of 

poorly maintained 
existing cycle 

infrastructure remain 
(Shipstone Road) 

Specialist bikes for public use are coming to Norwich following a 
Government initiative to encourage more people to cycle.
It comes after a £700,000 national scheme was announced by the 
Department for Transport yesterday – with Norwich being one of 11 
areas set to benefit.
The city will house at least three electric cargo bikes which can be 
hired from Outspoken, a Cambridge-based company which won the 
contract to supply bikes for the east of England.
Rob King, director of Outspoken, said: “If the scheme is successful we 
would like to increase the number of bikes in Norwich in the future.”
www.edp24.co.uk 29.09.15

WHY NOT IN NORWICH?  
Community bike pump in Sheffield



Website www.norwichcyclingcampaign.org         

Facebook https://www.facebook.com/NorwichCyclingCampaign             

Email info.norwichcyclingcampaign@gmail.com

   Chairman: Richard Jennings (rdj@gmx.co.uk)
Treasurer & Membership: Bob Cutter (robert.cutter@mypostoffice.co.uk)
Secretary & City Council contact: Margaret Todd (margaret.todd@btinternet.com)

   Consultations: John Elbro (j.elbro@lineone.net)
   Website & Facebook Manager: Edgar Fernandez (edgar.fernandez.s@gmail.com)

Newsletter Compiler: Matthew Williams (mattwill75@hotmail.com)
   Other committee members: Tony Clarke, Ian Chapman, Jeff Jordan, Virginia Greasley 
  Hon. Auditor Michael Dale
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Norwich City Council (part time cycling officer): Tim Mellors (timmellors@norwich.gov.uk)

Contacts & Who’s Who 

Events

Norwich Cycling Campaign 

members’ meeting

March 21 @ 7:30 pm - 9:30 pm

The Charing Cross Centre, St John 

Maddermarket 

Norwich, NR2 1DN

Speakers and discussion on campaign topics.

COME AND SHARE YOUR VIEWS

(more details to follow)

Date for your 2016 diary:

NB. VIEWS EXPRESSED IN THIS NEWSLETTER ARE NOT NECESSARILY THOSE OF NORWICH CYCLING CAMPAIGN

Meetings normally take place monthly on the third Monday at 7.30 pm at 
Charing Cross Centre, 17-19 St John Maddermarket, Norwich NR2 1DN. 

These are scheduled as:

Committee meetings (members are most welcome to attend): 
18 January, 15 February, 18 April, 16 May, 18 July, 15 August 17 October 

Meetings for all members of Norwich Cycling Campaign: 

21 March, 20 June, 19 September 

!! Deadline for material for Spring newsletter: 4th March 2016 !!  Your chance to contribute something...


